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we believe that every student interested in the college pa
per and not having good reasons for doing otherwise, should
PUBLISHED MONTHLY DURING UNIVERSITY YEAR
not only trade himself, but should try to get otner members
By the Students of the Uniuersity of Montana.
of his family to trade with those firsms that advertise with
s . ____________________________
15 CENTS u
SINGLE COPIES,
Editor,
Ennis S edm an . ’01 The oration, the “Influence of Woman,” which was deliv
f L o u ise H a th ew a y . ’99 ered in the last oratorical contest for the H. N. Buckley
Literary Editors.
1K a t h r y n e WinsoN, ’01
Zoe BEnnEW
, ’99 prize, appears in this number of The Kaimin.
Local Editor,
T H

E

K A I M I N .

Exchange Editor,
P ercy R en n ic k , ’01
Business Manager,
•
G eo K e n n e t t , ’99
By the time this issue of the students’ paper appears; the
Entered as second class matter at the postoQlce of Missoula, Mont. IUniversity will be permanently located in its new quarters,
M is s o u l a , M o n t a n a ,

February, 1899.

M-ost likely the §30,000 of so called “boodle money,” which
Mr. Whiteside turned over to the bribery investigation

committee of the State Legislature, will be divided among
the different state institutions; and the educational institutions will get their share. Thus we see that even ouo of
this great evil there at least comes some good. But how
much more good would have resulted had that $1,000,000
which it is claimed by some of the leading newspapers was
used for the purpose of buying votes in the late senatorial
contest,—how much more good would have resulted if this
money, instead of being dishonestly used to obtain the
votes of dishonest men, had been donated to the education
al instituions of the state. And if Montana had an honest
legislature, does it not seem probable that the man who
gave this immense sum for such a worthy purpose could
have been elected to the Senate of the United States hon
estly; and more than this, that he would have had the honor
and respect of the citizens of the entire state ?
It i-i the policy of most business men to patronize those
by whom they are patronized; and we believe that it is no
more than right that we students should follow the same
plan and give our support in business matters to those who
support us; that we should as far as possible trade with
those firms which have the friendliest feeling towards the
University and which are most willing to aid the students
in whatever they undertake; and also that we should use
our influence with others, especially of our own families, to
bring customers to the firms which are willing to support us.
In most all of their undertakings, the University stu
dents have had the hearty support of the citizens of Mis
soula, and we appreciate this fact; but in some cases we
have not had the support of those from whom we have the
most reasons for expecting it. While most of them have
taken at least some space in the advertising columns of
The Kaimin, several of the business houses at which most
of the students trade, have failed to advertise with us; and

and the institution will have entered upon a new era of
prosperity and progress.
Not only was the doing of good work made difficult, es
pecially in the laboratories, but many were kept from at
tending the institution because of the crowded condition of
things in the old building; and still in spite of this, the
number of studen’s has so rapidly increased that last se
mester, before moving into the new buildings, the attend
ance at the University was larger than that of ajiy other
state educational institution in- Montana.
, Improved as it now is the University, should at the end of
five years, have more than twice the number of students
that it now has; and, judging by the progress that has been
made in the last three years, should have improved in every
way at a rate that has been equalled by but very few educa
tional institutions in the West.
Saturday, February eighteenth, when the formal opening
of the new University takes place will be a memorable
day in the history of the institution, and second in import
ance only to that day in September of ’95, when the first
fifty students were enrolled.
The editors of The Kaimin hope to be able to publish
in the next issue, one or more of the able addresses that
will be delivered at the formal opening; and to make the
March issue one of especial interest to those interested in
the University.
While the*well equipped and arranged biology and chem
istry laboratories in the new buildings will be a source of
much satisfaction to the science students, as will the ma
chine shops to those taking mechanical engineering; yet the
gymnasium, the two study rooms, the hall for the two liter
ary societies, and the fine large assembly room will proba
bly be more fully appreciated by the average student than
anything else in the new buildings. It might here be said
that President Craig assures the editors of The Kaimin
that soon after the occupancy of the new buildings the gym
nasium will be supplied with satisfactory equipments for
work in light gymnastics.
The different professors will doubtless be pleased with
most everything about the two buildings; but if the work
of the students improves in proportion to the improvement
iri the facilities for work, then indeed will the members of
the Faculty be pleased with the change.
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In fact, whenever woman has participated in the affairs
of a nation her voice has ever influenced it.
ffraT has ever been acknowledged by the reflecting and In the dark ages, when learning and religion were con
wise that the power possessed and wielded by woman fined to a few bigoted monasteries, and almost unknown to
is great, and to be used or abused either for the the world, woman exercised but little sway over the public
good or evil of mankind.
mind. Plunged in ignorance, limited to the rude house
States revolutionized, cities burned, kings dethroned, em hold employment of the age, they were considered as mere
pires overthrown, unite to prove it true. On the pages of slaves. Rude strength was then the test of superiority; vio
history her name is indelibly written, whether it be for lent and fierce sports or the bloody trade of war engrossed
superiority in virtue or crime; whether it be for the admi the “lords of creation.”
ration or detestation of a world ! There it is stamped. Let But when the Crusaders gave to chivalry the refinement
us ponder deeply upon it.
and luxury of the orientals, woman asserted her power.
Numberless are the examples in the lessons of the past That power which had been so long smothered, only to
which in tones of fearful warning speak, to the heart? of burst out when it found vent, like a long hidden volcanic
all, “Beware.” On the other hand, we may be strengthened fire, in a fiercer, brighter flame. The presiding genius of
in the exercise of every virtue, by the contemplation of the age was beauty. She fostered the high, chivalric dar
those beautiful traits of character, those heroic actions of ing of the knights who flew to arms in the cause of the op
the buried past which amid the surrounding gloom with an pressed. She presided at tournaments and fetes as the
Queen of Beauty and the rewarder of noble deeds.
unwavering brilliancy, “Burn throughout time.”
Eve ate of the apple and with little persuasion Adam ate The knight who breathed naught but vengeance in the
of it also. An Antony lost the world by the persuasive arts battle field, or defied his implacable foe to mortal combat
and beauty of a Cleopatra. A woman stepped forth in the in the list, became calm and gentle as an infant in the pres
hour of her country’s peril, breathed hope in the hearts of ence of the fair. His angry passions hushed, his taunts and
desponding warriors, and led them forth to conquer. Vic boastful words changed to the language of love and gal
tory perched upon her banners, the maid of Orleans receiv lantry.
ed the crown of martyrdom.
He acknowledged the potency of, and yielded a willing
Who could have caused the desolation of the fatal night obedience to the charms of woman. Here however, was not
of blood when the guardian genius of France slum the magic influence of mind. The fair damsel ef rank was
bered; when the alarm rang in the midnight but little versed in philosophic, classic or poetic love. To
air and the shrieks of the living were mingled read the wild but absorbing romance of those times; to
with the groans of the dying, “piercing the dull air sing to the lute the love lays of the Troubadours; to sit at
of night?” Who but woman, base, unprincipled, am their everlasting embroidery, shading flowers that had no
bitious woman ? Who but a Catherine De Medici, could parallel in nature. This is all they wished or required.
thus have played upon the passions of a weak son, and That age has passed; its ideas and prejudices lie buried in
caused him to shed the blood of thousands of Huguenots to the deep ocean of oblivion.
gratify her love of power ?
Now intellect and genius assert their independence, and
Another form rises before me, but how unlike the former. here again woman assumes a new form of influence.
Isabella of Castile, I hail thee l Patroness and friend of Splendid have been the creations of her mind. Released
the great “world finder,” thy name ever be honored ! The from the arbitrary fetters which had for ages bound it, the
influence of thy friendship will be felt till the world is not. wings of genius soar in power omnipotent. Need we point
The Maiden Monarch of England, too, though arbitrary i to a Sedgwick, a Baillie, a More, an Edgeworth, names
and severe in her government, and her fame stained with a j which dare compare with the noblest of man’s in their re
dark spot which can never be effaced, yet gave an impulse spective walks ? These and hundreds of others exercise a
to commerce and industry, which is still felt throughout vast amount of influence over the present age, which will
the world. She showed what woman can do when possessed be carried far into the future.
with power to sway the destinies of a mighty people. The Education has indeed done wonders for the sex; but reli
general character of- a nation ever depends upon its women. gion has done still more. It has taught them to look be
'Jhe stern law-giver of Sparta knew this when he created yond this life, which is but preparatory to another; as a
those laws which made the mothers and daughters partici state of probation, where we are all placed to aid one anoth
pate with their husbands and brothers in the rude violent er with counsel and comfort. And it is in this, woman
games of the age. Thu3 they became bold, patriotic and should find the proper exercise of her faculties. She should
daring, exorting their sons when they went forth to battle wander in the shady green lanes of domestic life. It
to return with their shield or upon it. The exortations of should be hers to cheer the drooping head of sickness, and
the Spartan women fired the soldiers; whether they con pour balm into the bosoms of the wretched. To seek out
quered or fell they were assured of the praise and approval the abodes of poverty and cheer their inmates with aid, ad
of their mothers anti sisters. And this incited them to un vice and sympathy. To welcome to the quiet hearth the
paralleled deeds of arms
partner of her joys and sorrow, when worn and weary with
INFLUENCE OF WOMAN.
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the world’s conflicts; to rear her offspring in the fear of Who has not heard in some literary society some hasty
God, love of everything good and holy. These are duties young pa riot declaim some such sentence as “If America
which every woman of the present day is bound to per should fall, the world would fall.” Now such an exclama
form.
tion, while containing pith and brevity, which are esuential
Unseen, unfelt, she extends her influence far i.nd wide. requirements of eloquence, is unfortunately lacking in the
She is forming the future patriot, statesman or enemy of his logic which would have made such a sentence magnificent.
country. More than this, she is sowing the seed of virtue ' This is but one instance of the persistent inconvenience of
or vice, which will fit him for heaven or eternal misery.
logical construction. Others will make themselves perti
Noble, sublime, is the task of the American woman. See naciously apparent to every amateur “pencil pusher.” Their
that it be well performed.
disagreeable presence often disgusts him to such an extent
Mother of Washington, would thy name eould be sounded that he forswears blackening paper with his ideas; without
with a triumphant voice throughout the land ! Oh that the considering that when he has overcome in the struggle, he
woman of our beloved country, imitating thy virtues and ihas overcome what Mathematics aims to teach and Chem_
glorious example, would rear their children as wisely and istry and Physics exemplify: a power of the mind to carry
as weh. Then would Columbia be made the land of Jon to its logical conclusion a thought or idea from its in
heroes, not such as t.he old world saw busily trampling on ception in sequential links.
the rights of humanity; but a race born to bless, to Study should be given to those works whose links of se
humanize the world.
quence are clear; written by authors whose style is lucid
“The reason firm.
and devoid of oratorical embellishment and no time should
The temperate will.
be spent on an article where some of the links are missing
Endurance, foresight, strergth and shill,
Aperfect woman, nobly planned,
and flights are indulged in.
To warn, to comfort and command.”
It has been averred by certain writers that in the future
Beulah Rheim.
world, spirits will not be chained to the stupid process of
reasoning, in order to realize the meaning of certain un
THE INCONVENIENCE OE REASON.
thinkable phenomena, which are sure to happen; but will
HE mure mathematics one studies, the harder it be perceive infallibly and instantaneously the causes and ben
comes to write an oration, essay or article; no longer eficent application of the said phenomena. It is very appa
can the essayist or orator soar unchecked into aerial rent that these authors realized what a nuisance reason is,
spaces; no longer can he wander around in the mazes of his and constructed this fanciful paradise out of their racked
fancy, or make wild assertions whose flowing rythm alone brains, with the same idea of enjoyment as we do when we
commend them. He recognizes that unless his thoughts conjure up air-castles which are always diametrically op
conform to the jagged laws of reason and possibility, posite to the real conditions of life.
that they will be useless to himself and to all whom they The woman’s argument--“Because,” should not be sneer
reach. As he advances in mathematics it is brought home ed at; since it represents a mighty volume of ratiocination
to the incipient scribbler that it is harder to clothe reason which cannot be conveyed by present methods of expres
in appropriate language, than it is to “cut” reason and sion; and the idea must be accepted without the volume of
proof which is evidefltly in the feminine mind. But young
burst into flights.
Not alone mathematics, but physics and chemistry are men, who attempt to write, must state their idea and then
very disquieting to the young aspiraut, particularly physics. prove it. They may in their innocence take up some such
The laws of chemiftry are more beautiful than those of the study as Descriptive Geometry to improve their perceptive
ugly figures in geometry, but they are just as inflexible in powers, but they will find sooner or later that is but very
awkward effort to give the masculine minds the feminine in
their teaching of the essential requirements of reason.
As for physics, it is simply one long dolorous chain of tuition of which it is incapable.
“beautiful reasoning” of which too many students cannot Spring poets and other failures in the literary world owe
see the beauty; their dislike of the study makes them blind their misfortunes to their wild bursts of sublime admira
to the fact that its principles represent ages of the grandest tion or rage, having no foundation to justify the flight.
ratiocination; and not seeing or comprehending the mean Consequently the} become ridiculous, and their halueinaing of physics, they neglect to apply its teachings to their tion, that a*fine flow of words is all that constitutes the suc
own thoughts and expression.
cess of an author, should be erased from the mind of bud
A knowledge of physics has given man the godlike power ding writers before it is too late.
of traversing the eternal wastes of space, to measure flam One of the greatest dangers to the seekers after literary
ing worlds, and find out their constituent elements,'to in muse is the laudations of admiring friends, who are not
vestigate the peculiar peccadilloes of comets and determine competent to criticise, or the insincere congratulations of
their remarkable speed; and this and much more has man those who are competent, which often causes the youthful
attained through strict adherence to the laws of reason, devotee to contract that most obstinate diseases which men
which the ardent young orator or writer often treats with who are not doctors term ‘‘swell head.” This is a very trou
disdain.
blesome and common complaint, and all means should be
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taken to avoid it: but if the disease has made any headway, a church fair, and so o 1. Do girls—of course I don’t mean
it is well for the sufferer to cleave to the reflection, that you, but do—er—the majority of girls ever think of spend
any amount of genius remain undiscovered, until an oppor ing an evening seriously? It is just Mr. M----says: ‘We’ve
tunity presents itself to unveil them to the awe-struck been slaves to custom for centuries, and it is time there was
world. They should reflect that if all Aristotles, Newtons a man to break loose.’” He stumbled along, surprised at
and Websters were aboriginees, the opportunity wouldn’t his own boldness, until she interrupted him:
have shown their worth; and where would Washington, “What a glorious theme-‘The Emancipation of Man.’
Grant and Hobson be if it were not for certain wars and Of course a girl might easily be mistaken, but it is true, I
and kisses. This reflection may aid the patient and com believe, that men propose the theatre and bonbons merely
fort him; but still “prevention is always better than cure.’* from a spirit of brotherly indulgence. Why did you not
The preventive, in this case, is the development of obser pray to be delivered from such a spirit. For my part, 1 re
vation and judgment faculties which will endow the mind gret very much to have been, as it appears, a drag upon the
with the attributes of an impartial and able critic which career of such an ambitious comet. I trust that I will be
will tell the unpaliated truth with the vigor of the worst allowed hence forth to stay behind in the mediocrity of
enemies and the honest kindness of the best of friends. Ob common space with the other dull stars of my sex. And I
servation may tell us that the convincing force of the best will discard all unbecoming brilliancy. ”
authors is lacking in our production, or that it takes us a She drew the ring from her Anger and laid it on the gate
page to express an idea which might be written in a sen post ; then turned and entered the house. He 9tood dazed
tence. Then judgment will chime in and point out where for a moment, hardly having expected such a reply. Her
we can improve and straighten out our tortuous article. manner was even more cutting than her words. “Any
With the aid of care and thought we may eventually pos thing but a sarcastic woman !” It wounded his vanity, and
sess the power of constructing a logical and yet readable what more fatal thrust than that which wounds the vanity of
production. Yet it will require time and plenty of it, to ap a man ! Picking up the ring and putting it in his pocket, he
proximate the ability of even the most indifferent of good strode home.
authers.
The next week Phyllis Harrington left the University for
Mathematics, Chemistry and Physics are types of many Europe. Harper received the queries of his friends with
studies which represent the unembellished thought of as much indifference as possible, hiding himself in out-ofmany centuries, expressed in order of the successive steps the-way corners where girl9 were seldom seen.
of reason and experiment which led to the discovery of the The next three years passed quickly. He lingered in Se
whole.
attle several months after graduation, and it was October
It is unadorned thought, which has glorified man, and before he was ready to start to Japan, where he expected a
enthroned him as master over the auimal world, over so clerkship. The night before his departure he sat in his
many natural forces, and even sometimes over the wild room at North Hall. A fire burned in the grate, and as he
passion of his own fiery nature.
gazed into the glowing coals a girl’s face looked out at
So while we may recognize the beauty of rythm in a him. Her dark eyes sparkled and her lips parted in an
liquid, flowing sentence, let us guage its value principally alluring smile.
from the amount of common sense it centains.
There was a knock at the door, and Browne, his chum,
Geo. Westby. entered.
“I saw your baggage checked,” said he. “Here is your
ticket.
You will have pleasant company, I see.”
THE PASSING OE HARPER.
“How is that?”
A NOTHER “Club Hop” was over. The la9t car of the “Oh that girl who was here several years ago—what i9
“Third Street and Suburban” glided like a meteor her name-.-Harrington, I think; she is going to Yokahoover the dark rails and left them at her gate. They ma,” and he vanished before Harper could say more. Har
had been acquainted long enough to have learned to say per settled back in his chair and gazed intently at nothing
“good-night” without much beating about the bush, but on for several minutes.
this occasion he 9eemed to wish the time prolonged. He “Would she know he was aboard? Would she even re
had allowed her to speak of the “perfectly lovely time” cognize him? Girls cherish the memory of their ‘affairs’,”
without even trying to interrupt the effusion. She finally he told himself assuringly. “No, she would not have for
felt obliged to say, “I am so sorry that you are not feeling gotten.” He retired to dream of floating with her over
well.” Without seeming to notice the delicacy of this com tropic seas.
pliment to his esprit^ he replied:
The morning of departure was foggy, but Harper, well
“I’m not feeling well, that is to say, in mind.”
enveloped in his mackintosh, faithfully promenaded ail
“Oh ! It’s that? Then you must attend my booth at the sides of the deck without meeting any of his fellow pas
fair to-morrow evening. You will no doubt have that trou sengers. The inclemency of the weather soon forced him
blesome load lifted, I’m sure.”
below. “She will not come out in such weather, but I can
“That’s just it. Theatre one nignt, dance the next, then not meet her at the table. That would prevent all the ten-
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derness of reunion No, I will wait until I can speak to her grappled with Roman might, ravaging war wrought defirst in the starry night on the bosom of the mighty deep.” jstruction from Kedesh to Damascus, the streets of Jerusa
So he did wait. The “mighty deep” refused for several lem ran with blood, the flames burst from the temple, the
days to present aught but a most ruffled appearance to the ! Ho.y Uity itself lay in ruins, and the last lingering ray of
gaze of his anxious eye, and the stars came not to illumine | hope in the bn asts of Israel’s sons gav^e place to the block
the darkness of his thoughts. Later, the weather became night of despair which settled down upon a landless nation.
more agreeable, and several came out of their staterooms. Jerusalem,
•<;v'■.the most historic spot on earth: the objective
He watched and soon discovered her. There could be no point against which conquering hosts have surged: every
mistake. Her face was hidden, but he knew at a glance thing to the Jew; the national center of his race, the ven
that “willowy form.” Why did not the old gentleman who erable seat of his worship, the scene of his most sacred
was leaning on her arm, leave her for one moment? She memories of the past, his heart’s Ideal of the present, his
often came on deck with this gray-haired companion, but future hope, changed by the restless forces of Titus into a
desolation—henceforth only an object of his lamentation,
only to remain a short time.
“Who could it be?” he asked, anxiously. “Her father, while he goes forth a wanderer and a stranger upon the
face of the earth.
perhaps. He had poor health, 1 have heard her say.”
All of his waiting had revealed no opportunity to speak to Since the fall of Jerusalem nations, in their efforts to ex
her alone; and it was the last day of the voyage. In des terminate the Jews, seem to have vied with each other in
peratian he resolved to go to the breakfast room. He would heaping indignities upon them,
see her there, at least. Having risen early, with a vague Along their pathway for eighteen centuries the insur
mixture of despair and determination, he seated himself mountable barriers of prejudice have been erected, the
ne ir the entrance of the saloon. Only a few minutes had entangling meshes of avarice have been woven, the consum
passed vhen he heard a rustle of skirts. He could not see ing fires of hatred have swept, the relentless storms of
the face of the woman who entered, but he kuew it was bigotry have raged. In early Pagan Rome they were op
she. Attired in a gray morning gown, her dark hair lux- pressed, enslaved, slaughtered by the thousands. When
uriantly'braided,she remained daintily poised in an attitude Rome became Christian they were interdicted in their wor
of earnest attention, while she apparently searched the cab ship, forbidden to marry Christians, disqualified for civil
in for some one.
anu military office, virtually outlawed. The invasion of the
As she stood thus, as once she stood of old, his emotion savage hordes of the north ruthlessly involved them in per
overpowered him. Rising from the couch where he had secution. In the old east they suffered untold cruelties for
been watching, fie advanced with faltering steps and piteous not becoming fire worshippers. In the Saracenic domin
countenance, to meet the verdict of her lustrous eyes. She ions they were compelled to meet the alternative of “Moturned at his approach, and he raised his head to meet the hamedan faith or the sword;” During the middle ages the
stolid stare of the single-eyed stewardess, who had been awful barbarities inflicted upon them can never be de
employed to assist an elderly invalid in his morning walks, scribed. Millman says: “Every mediaeval institution was
and she was now looking for her charge.
the cause of anguish to the Jew. He was treated only as a
Edyth Bickford. source of revenue; and until almost his life’s blood was
drawn, the demands of the tyrranioal and rapacious were
not satisfied.”
THE WANDERING JEW.
Thus enslaved by feudalism, massacred by the crusades,
^rrrfejPON the wall in the Berlin museum hangs the great boycotted by the third estate, his property confiscated by
painting, by Kaulbach, of the destruction of Jeru the papacy, expelled by the universities, tortured by the
salem. In the center is the burning temple; in the inquisition, robbed and banished by kings, hunted, plun
foreground, amidst a scene of fearful carnage, is the high dered, in a thousand ways outraged, and—that which has
priest plunging his sword into his breast; beneath are the been his deepest hurt—by all classes despised, the ill-fated
Roman soldiers; above the ancient prophets; to the right a Jew survived the mediaeval period only to continue down
group of Christians departing in peace, and in the lower through modern times, even to the present, the object of
lefthand corner is the wandering Jew of the Christian Era. the world’s hatred, spoliation and cruelty. During these
For seventy years Palestine groaned under the Roman later times, the growing sentiment of the universal broth
yoke. There were brief periods of quiet, but Jerusalem’s erhood of man has in some measure ameliorated the condi
prophesied doom was impending. Jewish subject and Ro tion of this much persecuted people. Many instances of
man official frequently collided. Oppression bred the spirit that which approaches humane treatment of them might be
of lawlessness. Galling decrees incited insurrection. Party cited, yet with all that has been done, the deep-seated pre
strife among the Jews themselves, wrongs inflicted upon judice against them everywhere exists which acts as an in
them with legal authority, the fanaticism inspired by false citement to continual outrage. An anti-Semitic movement
prophets all produced sad havoc in governmental relations. is at present being inaugurated in the German states; and
Thus higher and higher rose the tide of human contention upon no nation in any time of ttie world’s progress can there
and woe, until anarchy supplanted law, Hebrew weakness i be found a darker stain than that upon Russia today, for her
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pereecution of this hunted race. Why have they been IEgypt? in the name of the “Perieres” he buys at a stroke
thus maltreated - why thus hated—despised? The wisest, the railroad system of Austria and France, and becomes
purest, greatest philosopher that ever lived upon this earth the railroad king of Europe; in the name of the Roths
was a Jew. Wisest, purest and greatest because he was en- childs he virtually posses Palestine under mortgage, and
shroubed in a mantle of truth, charity and sincerity. He even now is contemplating the withdrawal of the loan to
was cradled in a manger, reared in a despised city, employ Russia, which if effected will greatly cripple that despotic
ed at the carpenter’s bench, and in his public ministry a power.
friend of the afflicted and a foe to hypocracy. But he was In the galaxy of the world’s illustrious men, unveiled to
rejected, scourged, and early in life crucified. See that our astonished view, we behold the dark outline of the
lifeless form hanging upon the cross ! It is all that remains Hebrew shining in full splendor of intellectual achieve
of the great philosophical reformer. Behold that frenzied ment. Now it is Herschel, the astromomer; now Ricardo,
mob which is surrounding it 1 Blind, ignorant passion im the political economist; now Disraeli, England’s ex-pre"
pelled them to the deed; but it sealed their fate. Their mier; orGambetta, the greatest statesman France has ever
crime has never been forgotten.
produced; again we discern Spinosa, one of the keenest
What is the intrinsic value of the Jew in the so- modern philosophers; Auerbach, Germany’s greatest novelcalled dregs of humanity ? Can it be possible that he is of est; Heine, one of the greatest poets; Mendelssohn and
some worth, that he is the equal, and more than that, the Rubenstein, master composers, whose soul-inspiring strains
superior of men of other races? It would be strange awakening a response in the human heart, have thrilled and
if he were, after eighteen hundred years of oppression. Yet Istirred mightily the purest and deepest emotions. In these
in spite of a hostile world, the Jew has made for himself and and other personages we see the modern attainment of the
has held a position among men second to none. Struggling Hebrew while he has been hampered by prejudice.
down the ages in unequal combat with the Gentile, he has In ancient times from out the boundless stores of his un
never been vanquished; foiled, he turns; overpowered, he shackled intellect the world’s greatest legacies have been
stands; felled to the earth,he rises; trampled upon,he lives, given.
and while his adversary pauses for breath, he springs be The laws of Moses, promulgated at Sinai, have, with the
yond him.
advancing ages come to be recognized a3 the true basis of
Witness his matchless endurance and recuperative power all jurisprudence.
when subjected to the severest tests. In accordance with The wisdom of Solomon after thirty centuries is still an
the Mosaic law, faithfully preserving and cultivating his universal proverb, destined to abide to the end of time. The
God-given energies, he is fortified for the worst trials. I Psalms of David, in dim ages sung from Judea’s rugged hills
see him, of only medium stature, exiled, hounded, so re are in a sublimer strain than the loftiest poetry of subse
lentlessly oppressed as to eventually crush out life (had he quent years. And the epistles of Paul stand a mighty oversimply the vitality of his antagonist), passing through the towering bulwark of logic, such as only his fertile and
ordeal, surviving it in triumph, and still possessing the peerless mind could produce.
vital force sufficient to ovtiive his oppressor.
Although the wonderful past and present of the Jew is
Mark his sterling qualities as a citizen. Industrious, fru and will probably remain enigma to the wisest, it is not
gal, independent, temperate, (as his record shows); cour difficult to determine the duty of Christianity toward him.
ageous before difficulties, cheerful under straining burdens, The awful trials through which, he has passed have de
law abiding, although by law wronged, aye, and patriotic— veloped in him some unlovely traits of character; but is
for it cannot be denied or disproved—and ready to lay down not Christendom largely responsible for this ? For gen
his life for the stars and stripes which protect him, and to erations he has persistently refused o accept the philoso
which he owes allegiance, he stands, much as we may be phy of our Christianity, yet with distorted view he has
loath to admit it, an excellent type of the true citizen; and seen that creed only through its fiery persecution, aud
his name is written high upon the scroll of the world’s can we wonder that to him it has appeared to be a reli
greatest philanthropists.
gion of undying hatred ?
Now.stepfora moment into the chamber of the world’s And truly has it been, to him, a religion of persecution,
finance; into the controlling center of the money market. because many of its devotees have been ignorant, bigoted
We are in the presence of financiers mo9t astute. Mort and tyranical. But when the hour shall come, and it is
gages are being sealed, stocks manipulated, loans negotiat coming, when the doors of the Jewish Synagogue, the Mo
ed; real estate „iscontinually changing hands, monopolies are hammedan Mosque and the Christian Church are opened
springing up, trusts forming, immense fortunes.are accumu o the entrance of the grand philosophy aud religion of the
lating. We glance rapidly over the scene of intense activi ‘■Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of Man;5’ when
ty before us and occupying the chief position, we observe a the prayer of the angels, breathing back the spirit of peace
plain-looking, dark-skinned, slight figure: it is the Jew.
and forgiveness is echoed back from the hearts of men, to
He holds the balance of power; he puts his simple scrawl the throne of God, and it is rising, then with every preju
to a paper, thereby giving :.t a purchasing power greater dice forgotten, every barrier removed, the Great Spirit of
than that of kings; he controls the British posessions in Eternal Love shall cross the threshold of those open doors
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and then shall we see ^the^heavens begirt with the dawn
ing’.-light** of a new.day, while Jew, Moslem and Chris
tian, clasping hand in fraternal love, shall go marching on,
under the united and victorious banner of universal Al
truism.
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body’s. When Hermes stumbled upon the resonant shell
with its stretched fibres, it gave forth the musical sound
that originated the lyre, the earliest stringed instrument.
Undoubtedly Hermes knew nothing of vibrations, squares
of velocity and so forth, but he probably by practical means
B. F. Searight. arrived at the art of stretching his strings so that a tune
could be played.
HOW WE HEAR MUSIC AND WHY.
Pythagor s, by dividing a string into sections and notic
ing the pitch of the sounds produced when it was tightly
IMAGINE that at the start of this article I had bet- strained, made the important discovery, that tbe simpler the
~y)|k ter assume that we all can hear music. T am ratio of the two parts into which the string was divided,
b »3)^
aware that there is a small minority of people who the more perfect was the harmony of the two sounds.
like General Grant, only know two tunes, one is Yankee Musical intervals nowadays are determined by the ratio of
Doodle and the other isn’t. We say of such that they have their vibrations, and the smaller the numbers the more
no ear for music, and this is so, but we know that as far as perfect the interval,«1 :l-perfectunison; l:2-octave; 2:3—
fifth;
the noise goes they hear it.
3:4-fourth. But no one’s pleasure in music is the least bit
Now it struck me that as in various lectures and papers I enhanced by knowing this. Nevertheless, it may teach a
had discussed the civilized and uncivilized phases of music useful lesson to the careless player who dips airily some
quite a good deal, I had better get another point of view where into the lower octaves for the tone he or she needs for
and invite you to consider how we receive music, and by ■ the bass. If they are not going to get the right tone by
what means—so this little talk will be on the nature of jtaking pains to look for it, let them dip for one that is some
sound and the mechanism of the ear.
distance away, for the worst kind of discord is produced by
All noise is dependent on motion; all musical sounds arise the next notes either side of the true one, the vibrations
from sonorous shocks that have regular and more or less being as 15 to 16 if semi-tones, or as 8 to 9 if tones.
rapid succession. '1he greater the rapidity the higher the Pitch and intensity are distinctly different, the former de
pitch, and the slower the shock, the lower the pitch. The pending upon the rapidity, the latter upon the amplitude of
air around us is the transmitting medium, and becomes the vibrations.
agitated into sound-waves, and what at first seems a little Present day discoveries have given us most wonderful
odd, each particle of air takes as long over its small parti and beautiful facts relating to our own capacities for hear
cular impulsion to and fro as the whole wave requires to ing and appreciating musical sounds. We all know what
move through a distance equal to its length.
the external ear is like; it varies in individuals greatly, pos
If the sonorous vibrations number less than 16 to the sibly and probably according to the nature and capacity of
second, we can not hear them, because our ear is limited the person. It is of a suitable shape to collect the sound-waves
in its capacity, and if they exceed 38,000 the average man that are floating around and conduct them into the passage of
the ear which is a resonant cavity closed on the inside by the
would be conscious of nothing but silence.
Although a person with a good ear can be conscious of tympanic membrane. This is the front door of the “drum”
about eleven octaves of sound, there are a great many who of the ear, and when thrown into vibration its motion is
could only hear at most six or seven octaves. When Pro transmitted to the ends of the auditory nerve and along
fessor Tyndall was crossing the Wenger Alp the mountain that nerve to the brain, where the vibrations are translated
grass was full of shrill-voiced insects and to him it seemed into sound. But between the drum of the ear and the brain
the air was full of chirps of penetrating intensity, but is a bony partition in which there are two orifices, one
his companion could hear nothing at all; the sounds were round, the other oval. These orifices are also closed by
outside of his auditory range.
fine membranes. Across the drum stretch four little bones,
‘'Nothing can be more surprising,” says Sir John jthe hammer, the anvil, the round bone and the stirrup
Herschell, “than to see two persons, neither of them bone. Behind the bony partition and between it and the
deaf, the one complaining of the penetrating shrill brain is the wonderful labyrinth filled with water, and hav
ness of a sound, whilst the other maintains there is no ing in its membranous lining the terminal fibres of the au
sound at all.” I dare say many of you have noticed an ap ditory nerve. The labyrinth is a little museum of wonders.
parent imperfection about the extreme bass of a piano. Fine elastic bristles terminating in sharp points spring up
Now in many instances it will not be the piano as much as between the terminal nerve fibres. These take the vibra
the ear that is faulty. About tbe lowest note that is really tions from the water and transmit them to the nerve fibres
pleasant is the double-bass E, with 41i vibrations. The jamong their roots. . Most wonderful of all in the labyrinth
grand piano A” has 274 vibrations; the upright piano C ’ 33 Ithere is a musical instrument so minute and so perfect that
vibrations, and both these rates of vibration are too slow it claims our utmost admiration and astonishment. It is
known as “Corti’s fibres,” and it is to appearance a lute of
for the ordinary ear to unite them into a smooth tone.
Most musical instruments I fancy owe their first incep j3,000 strings “which within the ear of man, and without
tion to accident, not to any original ‘thinking out” of any his knowledge or contrivance has existed for ages, accept-
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presented none of the features identified-in one’s mind with
the idea of Mr. Whittier. It sniffed unpleasantly, but we
spoke to it most blandly and it became assured that we were
not tramps. The dog sat down and looked at us; we had no
where to sit down, but we looked at the dog. Then, after
many blandishments, but feeling very uncomfortable, I ven
tured to hold the dog in conversation while I rang again.
After another pause the door was slightly opened, and, a
voice of no agreeable timbre asked what we wanted. We
explained, across the dog, that we had come by appoint
ment to see Mr. Whittier. The door was closed a second
.. LJTE1&OT E M „
time, and, if our carriage had still been waiting, we should
certainly hava been driven back to Danvers. But at length
DR. GOSSE S VISIT TO WHITTIER.
a hard-featured woman grudgingly admitted us, and showed
us, growling as she did it, into a parlor.
The January “Bookman,” to which few of our students Our troubles were then over, for Mr. Whittier himself ap
have access, and which, by the way, is a most excellent peared, with all that report had ever told of gentle sweet
magazine, contains the following article by Dr. Edmund ness, and dignified cordial courtesy. He was then seventyGosse. We quote it this month, believing that its general seven years old, and‘ although he spoke of age and feeble
interest will appeal to the readers of The Kaimin, and all ness, he showed few signs of either; he was, in fact, to live
the admirer? of the gentle Quaker poet:
eight years more. Perhaps because the room was low, he
“When I was in Boston, in 1884, my brilliant and hospit seemed surprisingly tall; he must, in fact, have been a little
able friend, Mr. W. D. Howells, received a letter from the less than six feet high. The peculiarity of his face rested
poet Whittier, expressing a most kind wish that I should in the extraordinary large and luminous black eyes, set in
visit him. It would have been a great satisfaction to me to black eye-brows, and fringed with thick black eyelash's
have seen him in summer, and in his own beautiful home at curiously curved iawards.
Amesbury, where he settled in 1836, and where he resided This bar of vivid black across the countenance was start
until his death in 1892, although at the moment of his de lingly contrasted with the bushy snow-white beard and
mise he happened to be visiting at Hampton Falls. It hair, offering a sort of contradiction that was surprising
would have been delightful to carry away an impression of and, presently pleasing. He was careful to keep on my
that noble, calm figure in the midst of his household gods. right side, I noticed, being prematurely deaf in the right
But, if I remember rightly, the mansion at. Amesbury was ear; even if this were the case, which he concealed, his
at that time being altered in some way; at all events, Mr. hearing continued to be markedly quick in a man of his
Whittier was staying with friends at a house called Oak years.
Hall, near Danvers. It was, moreover, in the depth of the Hia generosity to those much younger and less gifted than
hard New England winter; all the landscape was choked trmself is well known, and I shall not dwell on the good
with snow. Certainly the visitor’s attention would be the natured things which he proceeded to say to his English
more exclusively concentrated on the appearance and con visitor. He made no profession, at any time, of being a
versation of his celebrated host. Accordingly, an appoint critic, and his formula was that such and such verse or
ment was made, and on the 6th of December I set forth on prose had given him pleasure “I am gratefnl to thee for all
quite an Arctic expedition to discover the author of “Snow that enjoyment,” was his charming way of being kind.
Bound.”
*
*
*
*
*
I have a superstition that all very agreeable adventures He asked me what and whom Thad seen ? Had I yet vis
begin with a slight mishap. I was not prepared to believe ited Concord ? I responded that I was immediately about
Mr. Whittier so difficult to reach as I found him. We ar to do so, and then he said quickly, “Ah ! Thee should have
rived early at the dismal station of Danvers, and a hack was come a little sooner when we were still united. There were
persuaded to drive us to the entrance of Oak Knoll. All four of us a little while ago, but two are gone, and what is
this Massachusetts landscape, doubtless euchanting at other Concord without Emerson?” He spoke with great emotion
times of the year, is of most forbidding bleakness in mid of Emerson—“the noblest human being I have known,” and
winter. The carriage drove off, leaving us to struggle up of Longfellow “perhaps the sweetest. But yOu will see
to the homestead, and we arrived with relief under the Holmes,” he added. I said that it was my great privilege
great pillars of an ample piazza. Doubtless, in leafy sea to be seeing Dr. Holmes every day, and that the night be
sons, Oak Knoll may have its charms, but it was distinctly fore he had sent all sorts of affectionate messages by me to
sinister that December morning. We rang, and after a long Mr. Whittier. * * * With reminiscences of the past,
pause the front door opened slightly, and a very unprepos and especially of the great group of poets his contempora
sessing dog emerged, and shut the door (if I may say so) be ries, my venerable host kept me long entertained.
hind him. We were face to face with this animal, which He presently said that he would leave me, that he might
ing the music of the outer world and rendering it fit for
reception by the brain.” Each musical tremor which falls
upon this organ selects from the stretched fibres the one
appropriate to its own pitch and throws it into unisant
vibration. Thus, no matter how complicated the motions
of the external air may be, those microscopic strings can
analyze it and reveal the constituents of which it is composed.
B. W.
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search for a portrait of himself, which he was so kind as order that the volume might precede other campaign histo
to offer me as a memorial of nay visit. I proposed to take ries that were being prepared for the market.
my leave, but he insisted that I must not go; he was ab
* * *
sent about twenty minutes, resting, as I gathered, from the It i3 rumored that America is soon to be visited by Emile
exertion of speaking, which had caused a noticeable hoarse Zola.
* * *
ness. He returned entirely refreshed, and was once more
delightfully communicative. I know not how he was in Anthony Hope’s new story, “The King’s Mirror,” was be
duced to go back to the earlv anti-slavery days, but, this gun in the January number of Munsey’s.
subject having been started, he pursued it with the greatest
vivacity. I was left with the impression that on his sedenta
ry and noiseless existence the troubles of 1835 had left an Beatrice Hanaden is once more at work on her new book,
indelible impression—that these formed, indeed, the most I Too, Have Passed Through Wintry Terrors.” It is ex
exciting pivot of his reminiscences. He told the story of pected to appear in the spring.
* * *
the Concord riots eagerly and merrily; no doubt in almost
the same words he had often told it before. His eyes flash Money has been furnished for the erection of a life-size
ed, he slapped his knees, he may almost be said to have ges statue of Thomas Hughes, the author of “Tom Brown’s
ticulated and there was something less than Quakerly qui School Days.” It will be placed at Rugby.
*
*
*
etism in his gusto at the exciting incidents of the narrative.
He was met, he said, in the streets of Concord by the riot Sarah Bernhardt has leased from the government the
ers, who were looking for George Thompson, the abolition Theatre du Nations at Paris, in order that the middle
ist lecturer; Thompson was a man of about his own age, and classes, for a reasonable sum, may profit by her art.
the mob, supposing Whittier to be he, pelted the poet
* * *
with rotten eggs, and worse than that, with stones. It seems that his admirers were not aware that Stephen
Their aim was bad, for they scarcely touched Whittier with Crane was married, until the news came across the sea that
the more serious missiles, which rattled instead on the it was Mrs. Crane who succeeded in persuading Haro*d
wooden fence behind him. He said it made him feel like Frederick to dispense with the services of his Christian
the Apostle Paul. Another abolitionist, a Mr. Kent, at this Science doctor, and to call in a regular physician, a few
moment providentially opened his street door, and Whittier days before his death.
was pulled in out of the angry crowd. I forgot exactly
* * *
what happened next, but there was a great deal of shout
Marion Crawford’s “Ave Roma Immortalis” has jnst come
ing and firing, and in process of time George Thompson
out. The first edition was all sold out before publication,
seems to have joined the anti-slavery men in their refuge.
and the seconcUwas gone within three weeks. The book
At all events, Mr. Whittier described with immense anima
represents a vast amount of knowledge concerning Rome,
tion and spirit, how it became necessary at length to make a |
gleaned by the author during the writing of his Saracinesca
dash, and how Thompson and he were brought in a carriage I
stories.
to a side door, and the horses suddenly whipped through
* * *
the unexpected crowd out of the town and far away before
anyone thought of pursuing them. At this final recital the William Black, the author of “Wild Erlin,” died at his
old gentleman could remain seated no longer, but started home at Brighton, England, on the 10th of December. He
began his literary work at the age of seventeen, and reach
from his chair and fought his battle over again.
ed
the zenith of his popularity when he produced “A
*
*
*
*
*
He struck me as very gay and cheerful, in spite of his oc Daughter of Heth.”
*
*
*
casional references to the passage of time and the vanish
ing of beloved faces. He even laughed, frequently and with The rumor is about that Mr. Zangwill’s “Children of the
a child like suddenness, but without sound. * * * His Ghetto” will be dramatized, and will appear next season.
* * *
language, very fluid and easy, had an agreeable touch of
the soil, an occasional rustic note in its elegant colloquial Apropos of Mr. Zangwill, a good story is told of him,
ism, that seemed very pleasant and appropriate, as if it which goes to show that his fame has certainly not been
linked him naturally with the long line of sturdy ancestors due to the beauty of his personal appearance.
of whom he was the final blossoming. In connection with He was walking up Fifth avenue one Sunday not long
his poetry, I think it would be difficult to form in the im- since, and his peculiarly striking appearance was placing
magination a figure more appropriate to Whittier’s writ him in the enviable position of “the observed of all observ
ings than Whittier himself proved to be in the flesh.
ers,” when two women passed him. Their faces had baf
fled curiosity written all over them, until one rudely ex_
NOTES.
claimed, “Why dear, don’t you know, its a Philipino,” and
It is said that the last chapters of the book of General then they went on their way satisfied.
Kathryne Wilson.
Kitchener’s campaign were telegraphed from the front, in
•

*

*

*
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depressed at the thought of the ordeal she had to go
through in the last act, and tried to cut the Doctor out.
Take the spade of perseverance,
The
Doctor gave way to him and urged Kitty to take a pow
Dig the field of progress wide:
der,
which
caused her to be as gay as ever.
Every rotten root of faction
Hurry out and cast aside.
Spraggs, who had obtained a close view of Vrs. Moulsey’s
Every stubborn weed of error,
face, and found it naught but grease paint, kicked himself
Every seed that hurts the soil,
at this and took his revenge by hitting a small boy who
Tares—whose very growth is terror,
was
running errands. He apolegized later to the boy by
Dig them out, what e’er the toil.
telling
him that be wouldn’t have acted so, only he wanted
Give the stream of education
to show him that he had a “biceps.”
Broader channel, bolder force;
While all this was going on, Josiah Craddock sat at his
Hurl the thief procrastion
Out, where’er he blocks its course.
desk calmly forging the name of Captain Jackson.
Seek for strength in self-exertion,
Nine o’clock came, and the voice of that great tragedian
Work and still have faith to wait;
called
“all ready !” Immediately Spraggs became buried
Close the crooked gate to fortune,
in
his
“Weekly Tipster,” Bowlder’s face became one terri
Make the road to honor straight.
ble scowl, and up went the curtain.
Youth are agents for the future,
Prom the very first, the actors entered into the play with
As they work, so ages win
all
the life and spirit it was possible for them to express.
Either harvest or advancement,
Or the products of their sin.
Craddock so worked himself into the spirit that he was
Follow out true cultivation,
shaking like a leaf when the curtain went down at the end
Widen education’s plan;
of the prologue. His handcuffs rattled on his wrists.
From the majesty of nature
Drummond plainly showed how badly he was whipped,
Teach the majesty of man,
and everyone could see Mildred’s heart was broken. All
Take the spade of education,
Linden’s noble nature was brought to light, and Spraggs
Dig the field of progress wide;
was completely durafounded.
Every bar to true instruction
Carry out and cast aside.
At the end of the prologue the actors received hearty con
Feed the plant whose fruit is wisdom.
gratulations, not only from each other, but from their
Cleanse from sin the common sod;
manager and others of note.
Sothat from the throne of heaven
This gave them more courage than they already possess
It may bear the glance of God.
ed,
and they entered into the first act with greater life and
T he G r een P o et .
spirit.
For curtain raisers and at certain intervals excellent
BLOW FOR BLOW.
music was furnished, and a couple of songs kept the audi
.^$9 HE author of this play surely had an idea that before ence awake between the acts. At the conclusion of the
it became a thing of the past, it would be played by last act a noted actor rushed on the stage, threw his hat
just such a company as produced it at the Union aloft and yelled: “Amateur performances have been re
deemed.”
Opera House January 17, 1899.
Lew.
He knew that when it was played by such a company it
would give the public such a blow that they would “blow”
THE LAST CHAPTER.
about it for a week, and thus named it “Blow for Blow.”
The performance was the outcome of several weeks of hard
n HE soft flush of morning touches the daintily tinted
and earnest work on the part of the students and much
^ flowers, the grass glimmers in its velvety freshness,
trouble and pains taking on the part of the great actor
the twittering birds charge the air with gladness, and
Bandmann, who was manager.
the clear stream cheerily welcomes the active life of anoth
Before the performance the state of affairs behind the er day.
scenes was vastly different from that which usually accom The quiet scent of beauty is replete with rest and comfort,
panies amateur productions. Instead of hubbub and ex only one object seems apart from the characteristic harmo
citement, everything was calm and quiet.
ny of the whole.
The actors were not in corners by themselves repeating A drooping figure sits with head bowed upon her tightly
their lines lines till the last moment, but all were chatting clenched hands. Occasionally the head is lifted, and a pair
and joking together as if they were confident in themselves of sad dark eyes gaze dismally, despairingly into the deep
and each other.
pool, that love of sport had prompted the youth of the
Of course, when Mrs. Moulsey and Dr. Grace came out country to fashion in a little cove leading from the stream.
arm in arm, it caused some little commotion, especially to The haggard, hunted expression of the girl’« face could
Spraggs, who thought he saw a vision of beauty and happi only be the exponent of a heart torn by torture, faint from
ness in Mrs. Moulsey’s face.
continued effort to endure, and which now lay faintly pul
As soon as he considered proper, he left Kitty, who was sating blistered by a flood of scalding unwept tears. The
PROGRESS.
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slight form shook spasmodically with dry sobs, while the
strained lines about ».he sensitive mouth, and the colorless
beautifully molded face bespoke mingled pain and exhaus The date first announced for the dedication was Wednes
tion.
day, the 15th, but in order to make it possible for the legis
The girl unclasped her delicate fingers, gazed absently lators from Helena to be present and take their part in the
at the nail prints in the soft flesh, and rising, advanced services it was found necessary to postpone the formal open
slowly and sank upon her knees before a cold stone around ing until Saturday, the 18th. The delay, though regretted
which a bit of green vine had crept, with suggestions of by some, gave those in charge a little more very acceptable
cheer for the lonely one.
time in which to make fitting preparations. The following
“Oh, my God 1 My God 1” burst from the white lips. “It Iwas the order of exercises for the dedication :
Music.
is too much. I cannot bear it.”
Invocation
Rev. J. J. McAllister.
The sudden death of father and mother, the crushing
Music.
clasp of Poverty’s bony arms; the repeated effort to hide The Presentation of the University Buildings to the State
away from the gaze of sympathy and curiosity; then the Board of Education by the Building Commission,
Jos. K. Wood, Secretary.
dreary ride into the greao city in search of work, and the
Acceptance
of
the
Buildings
by
the
State Board of Educa
dragging out of the weary pitiless days, when each effort
tion
and
Delivery
of
the
Keys
to
the
President,
to procure employment had elicited a stern repuke.
His Excellency, Governor Robert B. Smith.
With seeming perverseness the tone, the look, which had Response by the President of the University,
Oscar J. Craig.
wounded most deeply, which caused every fibre of her sen
Music.
sitive nature to shrink yet further within itself, would not Address,
.
.
.
.
Hon. E. D. Matts.
be put aside.
Addresses by Hon. F.n. Woody and others.
Music.
She relived the day when the last pitiful pittance had
. . .
Rev. Geo Stewart.
been expended, and she felt it to be hopeless to struggle Benediction,
The
new
buildings
have
been
full
of
actvity and excite
longer. Convinced that the end had come, she was seized
ment
all
the
week.
The
last
load
from
the old building
with an irristible desire to get away from the jostling,
hurrying c»owds which had borne her from door to door, went over Monday amid much rejoicing. Professors are
from street to street; away from the dizzy whirl, away from rushing in all directions looking after the placing of desks,
this nightmare of her life. With no money and little tables, etc., with unruffled tempers, notwithstanding all the
strength she wended her way through the busy solitude, out confusion. Miss Craig is one of the busiest of the busy, and
the broad thoroughfares, and on into the shaded country the library with its numerous well filled shelves and cases
roads. It had been so far. so far; and yet every turn in the | is showing the effects of her labors.
road, the old stump against which she had rested, the long, Our old quarters will not remain vacant long. The at
helpful ride, the rosy blush of the sky as the sun slid softly Itendance in the public schools has increased to such an ex
behind the hills; all were noted in her glowing mental tent that it has become necessary to employ an additional
teacher and take possession of the South Side school house
pictures.
which we have occupied for the past three and one-half
Oh, she had been so glad to return, to what - to nothing ?
years. Miss Robinson and her pupils will be transferred
With the first gleam of the white stones among the trees,
there, and in the future all of those on the South Side who
she had tried to run forward, had tried and yet she moved
are below the 5th grade will find ample provision made for
so slowly. She harried onward as best she could, and find
them on their own side of the river. Next year it is the in
ing the large white gates locked, had slipped between the
tention of those in charge to transfer the High School as
parallel boards, followed the winding, narrow path, and a
well, to the South Side.
moment more had dropped upon a newly made grave.
All the long night she had lain there, for the most part iu No conveyance has been definitely arranged for as yet*
but it is believed that in the muddy season at least, a bus
a troubled, restless sleep.
With the first dawn of light she had started to her feet, will be an absolute necessity and can be secured at reason
and patting lovingly the fresh mounds, left the silent sleep able rates.
ers. Choosing a by-path she thought to press onward into Much fun was made of our long suffering “Solomon
the town, but heartsick and weary paused beside the stream Southern” street railway of two years ago with its sublime
indifference for all previously laid out routes, but even it
where we have but just found her.
The mental, the physical strain had so enervated the frail would be hailed with delight these days.
The two literary societies seem to be filled with greater
little creature that she seemed powerless to proceed.
She arose from her knees, the soft, tender eyes were filled zeal and fervor than ever before and already the programs
with tears, as she walked slowly to the pool. “Oh Jesus 1 for their annuals have been determined upon, and the pre
oh mother, dear, take me, take me quickly,” she murmured. paration begun. The cause of the increased interest and
Another moment and the quiet waters had softly closed ‘nthusiasm in their work is said to be the result of the
pride which they feel in the two literary halls set apart for
over the weary soul.
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their use, and a desire to show themselves worthy of their The hall had been tastefully decorated by the young ladies
with the help of numerous willing assistants, pink, the color
new homes.
The havoc caused by the blizzard following- the heavy of the Buds, prevailing. The music and floor were all that
fall of snow last week was enough to tax the patience of the could be desired and dancing was kept up until the “wee
most saintly. All traces of fully half the sidewalks in town sma’ hours ayant the twal’.” The Buds should feel honored
disappeared, drifts as high as the adjacent fences extended !at the interes: in their party shown by out of town people.
for blocks and to find a patch where walking was unob | The Hamilton delegation included Miss Virginia Mestructed was a noteworthy occurrence. However, “It’s an | Cracken, Mr. Wallace McCracken and Mr. R. Lee McCulill wind that blows nobody good” we are told, and truly it louch; from Bonner came Miss Newport, Miss Schmallis cause for rejoicing to see so many of our lazy acquaint ■ hausen, Mr. Clynick and others, while Mr. Reynolds of
Lothrop and Mr. Chas. Allard were also in evidence.
auces weilding the shovel so industriously.
The walking over to the University is even yet hardly Lent has begun and quietness reigns unbroken. The
pleasant. The first part of the week the numerous drifts Lenten season is unusually early this year, bringing Easter
and snowbanks made traveling on foot an impossibility, but upon the second of April instead of near the middle of the
thanks to the teams passing over the road since then, and month as customary.
especially to the use made of Chief Burger’s snow plow we On Wednesday, Feb. 8, the ’Varsity was declared closed
are now able to make the trip without serious difficulty.
until the fifteenth, in order to begin the real work of taking
The Athletic Association is sure to come to the front possession of the new buildings. Wednesday, the fifteenth,
within a few weeks and astonish even its most hopeful ad saw the first convocation, held in the auditorium of the Uni
mirers by its energy. Its debts are small; its possibilities versity proper. The meeting was an enthusiastic one and
great. The best of quarters are now offered it and with even our President was satisfied with the display of Univer
slight expense, a gymnasium, that which we have lacked so sity spirit made bj the students.
long, can be fitted up for immediate use.
The week’s vacation was taken advantage of by many of
Too much praise can not be bestowed upon those taking the students living short distances from here to make flying
part in the play “Blow for Blow” given by the ’Varsity visits to their homes. Miss Wilson of Helena, Miss Mc
students the sixteenth of last month, for the purpose of Cracken of Hamilton, Mr. Ward and others have all been
liquidating the unavoidable debts of the Athletic Associa paying their respects to their parents.
tion. Until that night, few realized the talent possessed by Matriculation for the second semester began Wednesday
those, who under the training of Herr Bandmann so ably and will continue through the week.
presented the interesting play. Miss Hatheway, as leading A sidewalk from the Bonner residence to the ’Varsity
lady, displayed unmistakable talent, showing perfect fitness will be laid as soon as possible. The deep snow has pre
for the part assigned her and universal skill in her inter vented this being done before.
pretation of it. All were proud of her and her praises have
Some adventurous spirits among the ’Varsity boys are
been on everyone’s lips. Miss Knowles, as Lady Linden,
considering the advisability of rowing across the river each
won the hearts and applause of all, proving herself in every
morning and thus saving a walk of over a mile.
respect worthy the difficult part given into her keeping,
while Miss Cronkrite, “our own Kitty,” together with Gil Miss Frances Gilbert, a graduate of the Spokane High
bert Heyfron, as her dearly beloved Charley Spraggs, the School, has been visiting Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Buckley of this
admirer of a “biceps,” was the life and fun of the entire city. Miss Gilbert has many friends and acquaintances in
play. Mr. Searight, as the villian, acquitted himself Missoula, all of whom regretted her visit was not a 1rnger
splendidly, and shared with Miss Hatheway the honors of one.
first place. Mr. Ward, Mr. Wood, Mr. D. Heyfron and Mr. The football boys have had their pictures taken again.
Ellis Sedman all had important parts and rendered them Mr. Ingalls is the unfortunate artist, and has our since rest
sympathy. The camera suffered considerably we are told.
well.
The programs for the coming annuals of the Hawthorne Miss Charlotte Boos delightfully entertained the Buds a
and Clarkia Societies promise splendid entertainments. few weeks ago at her home on Pine street. In the contest
Several of the new students are on duty for the first time of the evening, Miss McCracken displayed her customary
and great things are expected. The fact that these will be skill and led the race, with Miss Craig following closely.
the first open meetings in the new buildings also adds to Delicious refreshmenfs were served, to which the Buds
gave their undivided attention, fully living up to their es
their importance.
Frost bas no terrors for Missoula Buds. With perfect in tablished reputation.
difference to the intense cold and other difficulties arising Miss Herndon, an instructor in vocal music, formerly of
from a severe blizzard, they continued their arrangements Virginia City, now a resident of Missoula, has twice favored
for their party and gave it with flying colors, Friday night, the students with selections. Miss Herndon’s voice shows
February the third. The unfavorable weather only seemed careful training aud has many admirers in the ’Varsity.
to brighten the spirits and increase the enjoyment of all. About $185 resulted from the sale of tickets for the Uni-
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versity play,(but after deducting the expenses only $75 re from a short stay in Butte and is once more at work in the
mained instead of the $150 hoped for. The real worth of drug store.
the play was such that it deserved a patronage double that All of the professors promise hard work in their several
which it received. The comments passed upon it have all departments for the next few months and expect it done
been most favorable and those who failed to attend that thoroughly, as well. The work laid out for the junior lit
evening should certainly regret it. Several requests were erature class is exceptionally heavy.
made to have the play repeated, but it was judged best not Monday and Tuesday of last week were spent in settling
to give a second performance.
accounts, taking a few last tests and all the other equally
Miss Riley and Miss Hubbel are now domiciled in the delightful matters pertaining to the close of the semester.
Hammond Block, and are endeavoring to rouse their failing j All work in the ’Varsity and public schools was inces
appetites by a morning constitutional somewhat longer santly suspended during the blizzard which reigned su
than their former one.
preme from Tuesday morning, January 31st, till Friday,
February
3rd. Two windows in the chemical storeroom
A large order including casts, molds, etc., for the use of,
were
blown
in and some slight damage done, nothing, howthe drawing class has been shipped from Boston and is ex
| ever, of much importance. Little difficulty was experienced
pected daily.
in keeping the temperature of the new buildings sufficiently
Students in the biological department have been devoting high, though it was found impossible to even attempt this
all their time lately to the preparation of the essays now in our old quarters.
required of them. Pamphlets and reference books have
The usual number of valentines flooded the mails Tues
been their inseparable companions and so absorbed have
day and exhausted the energies of the postoffice employes.
they been in their work that they have even forgotten to
Miss Lenore Rennick, who was enrolled la9t month, has
indulge in the customary allowance of paraffin.
had to give up her work on account of ill health. It is
Miss Josephine Hatheway has been compelled to drop hoped she will soon be with us again.
her stu lies and devote herself to the pursuit; of health. Miss
Several members of the Building Commission were pres
Hatheway is a great favorite and is sorely missed by all.
ent at the convocation Wednesday morning and were
It has been noticed with anxiety that the countenances of
heartily welcomed. A number of other visitors were pres
the seniors once so radiant and cheerful are now enveloped ent, among them our old friends, Judge Evans and the Rev.
in gloom and darkness. (N. B.—The darkness improves O. C. Clark, both of whom addressed the students with
their looks). Be not alarmed theirs is not physical suffer words of encouragement.
ing, but merely the mental agony arising from their strug
gle with the opening sentences of those wonderful tneses Cards are out announcing the marriage of Miss Hilda
Knowles of this city to Mr. Charles Blair of Butte. The
which are to astonish the intellectual world next June
ceremony will take place Tuesday, Feb 21, at the Knowles
Miss Edna Parsons also entertained the Buds last month
residence. Miss Hilda Knowles is the second of the three
in her pleasant home on the South Side. The guests of
daughters el Judge Hiram Knowles of the U. S. Circuit
honor were the Misses Ainsworth, Craig, Ronan and ReinCourt, and is a sister of Miss Eloise Knowles, one of our
hard, one of whom, Miss Craig, showed her mental super last year’s graduates and now a member of the University
iority and carried away a dainty little reward for her bright faculty. Mr. Blair is a promising young lawyer of Butte
ness. An unusually hilarious evening was spent and as a and has countless friends in this city. A wedding reception
result some slight fears were felt for the welfare of one of will be held at the home of the bride’s parents, Tuesday
the co-centers, but otherwise all was merry as a wedding from 2 till 5.
bell.
NEW LIBRARY BOOKS.
The many friends of Miss Bessie Buckley, who has been About four hundred and fifty books have just been added
attending school at Bryn Mawr, will be pleased to hear to the library. Quite a number of these are for the differ
that she will be at home again within the next two or ent departments. There are a number of reference books
three weeks. Mis9 Buckley’s health for the past month in Chemistry, Biology, Engineering, and other lines of
has not been the best but it is believed that in bracing Mon
science.
tana air she will soon regain her strength.
Among other works in general literature are selections
Mr. Searight has been having a tiresome seige of illness. from Goethe, Montaigue, La Martine, Schiller and many
For the past two weeks he has been confined to his room- other standard authors.
and has little hopes of getting out for some time yet.
The memoir of Alfred Tennyson, by his son; The Royal
About one more month and wherever a sidewalk can be Natural History, by Lydekker; Watt’s Dictionary of Chem
found wheels will be brought into use.
istry; Roscoe and Schovlemmer’s Treatise on Chemistry,
Mr. Floyd Hyde, one of la9t year’s students, has returned are among the reference volumes.
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Besides containing the birthdays of Washington and Lin
coln, February is also the birthmonth of Lowell, Dickens
and Longfellow.
The following paragraph is from “Silver and Gold,” from
the University of Colorado, one of the best student papers
in the West;
“We receive, for the first time, a copy of The Kaimin,
the student journal of the University of Montana. The
publication is a creditable one and we congratulate the
staff on their noble efforts. We wish you success.”
THE SUBSTITUTE S VACATION.

A north-bound Burlington train stopped at a little Illi
nois depot, and a tall, broad-shouldered young man stepped
to the platform right into the arms of a silver-haired old
gentleman who carried a lantern in one hand and a whip in
the other.
“Hello, dad. You look fit for the game of your life. How
is mother and the rest of the. team out at the quarters?”
“Purty good, Ted. How air you?”
“Oh, I’m making ground like a dirt factory. Believe I
could make my distance through a hedge fence.”
“Make your which?”
“My distance, dad.”
The old gentleman helped lift a big trunk into the wagon
and muttered in deep perplexity to himself: “His distance;
mother and the rest of the team out at the quarters; mak
ing ground like a dirt factory, eh. Wonder what mommy’ll
think of that?”
They drove off toward the farm, and the father asked:
“How do you get along at college, Ted. Making head
way?”
“Headway? Well, I should kick a goal. I haven’t lost
the ball on downs since the season began!”
“Lost what?”
“The ball, dad.”
The old gentleman’s knowledge/ of college curriculums
was meagre, and he remarked to himself that he guessed
this was one he had not heard of. He looked across the
fields as though he would ask no more questions, but finally
observed:
“Fine farm Mr. Waggoner’s bought here, Ted.”
“Yes; it’s a star run. dad. That twenty he ha9 in pas
ture would make a great gridiron.”
“.\ what?”
“Gridiron, dad. A great gridiron.”
The old gentleman shook his head and looked pained.
All the rest of the way home he said never another word,
but Ted poured into his ear a roundelay on left end skirts,
bucks through the center, tandem gains, turtle backs, criss
crosses, guards back, downs, touchdowns, goals and drop
kicks, and when they reached the house the young man
even criticised his loving mother’s manner of grabbing a
person. At the supper table he used such expressions as:

“Mother, kindly have Kate punt in a few more of those
cookies;’’ “dad will you kindly kick the butter down to our
twenty-yard line;” “will some one have the kindness to
send the cream around right end,” and “I see the cod fish
balls are all gone, mother; suppose it’s a real case of losing
the ball on downs,” whereat he laughed with great gusto
and his good parents regarded each other with an uneasi
ness they had not kno wn in years.
That night they talked it over. The next morning, when
breakfast was almost over, the father laid down his knife
and turned to the son a face that was staring stern:
“Young man,” he began, with some solemnity, “your
mother and me were awake several hours last night talking
over the 9trange things that seem to overflow and ooze out
of your head. You have- had too much education. I am
the richest farmer in this end of Galloway county, and I
never heerd tell of one of the things you were talking of
la9t night. Now Twant vou to be a success in life. I want
you to preserve the good reputation of your father. You
must so to work Go up to your room and get out of them
fancy left end skirts you’ve been telling us about. Then
punt yourself co the barnyard line. I’ll tackle you there,
and you can fall on a bawl I have out there—a four-months’
old calf and see if you can put it over butcher Bray’s goal.
You can play the game any way you like, for it won’t make
any difference to Bray whether he gets the bawl on a turt:e
or a tray, just so he get9 it. He’s a purty healthy bawl,
and you’ll have all the fun you can handle to keep him from
going through your center and stopping his end runs. And
his kicking; it is beautiful. His drop kick is as pretty as a
mule’s, and if he doesn’t drop you from the seventy yard
line you can come up to the bouse and get a drink of your
father’s cider. The game will be divided into thirty minute
halves—a half hour to get the bawl over Bray’s goal for a
touchdown and a half hour to see our family doctor up at
the village. Off side plays are barred, the bawl is brindled,
and it’s for the championship of Galloway county, with a
scrub place on the scrub team if you lose. The teams will
get ready.”—College Review.
BOATING SITUATION.

Cornell won the triangular boat race between herself,
Harvard and Yale last spring. Later Pennsylvania de
feated Cornell, and thus is in a position to dicta'e consider
ably where her next race with Cornell shall be held. But
Pennsylvania would still be in a position to dictate a bit
were she not the champion of the colleges at rowing, for
there is little doubt that Cornell thinks more of her Thanks
giving Da^7football game with the Quakers than she does
of any other event in her athletics, and were the Quakers
antagonized in rowing no one knows what might happen to
that football game. Cornell makes more money out of it
than in any other contest or series of contests in which she
indulges. Therefore the question is whether <ornell will
row on the Thames against Yale or Harvard and later meet
Pennsylvania, Columbia and Wisconsin there, whether she
will put two crews on the water in case Old Penn insists
upon the Hudson, or whether she will, in that case, give up
her race with Harvard and Yale and stick to Pennsylvania.
Ihis question will be settled shortly, for a meeting of the
Correll athletic council is due in a few days, when this sub
ject in all its bearings will be considered and the attitude of
Old Penn probably definitely learned. Penn may consent
to row on the Thames.—Rochester Democrat and Chronicle.
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HAWTHORNE.

Now that the foot ball season is over, the society expects
jfrom some of the football players more attention. And it is
right that it should.
This time of year seems very trying to the health of our Those members that siezed the opportunity of hearing
literary societies, due perhaps to the changeableness of i Professor Ott, who lectured under the auspices of the two
weather.
jliterary societies, were more than pleased, both with the
Last winter, you remember, brother Hawthorne had a | lecture and the lecturer.
severe attack of the asthma which did away with his in While a few of the members seem indifferent to the pleas
tended annual entertainment. The Clarkia, when her turn ant work afforded by the society, the Hawthorne is mak
came to appear before the public, gave an excellent pro ing pi-ogress. The improvement of each active member
gramme and won many laurels; but as time approaches becomes more and more apparent as the meetings pass by.
when another annual entertainment is contemplated, we Such improvement and such training will tell on a young
find that sister Clarkia is suffering with symptoms of a con man’s after life, when he enters seriously into the arena of
gestive chill. She has h good constitution, however, and active affairs he will not regret the time spent in the litunder the supervision of her splendid officers, it is to be eraryhall. I believe the college literary society is one of
hoped that she will soon be restored to permanent health. the best promoters of good citizenship, its influence being
I fear that the members of our society do not realize how most beneficial in every respect.
much the Clarkia is doing for them and how much more The annual entertainment of the Hawthorne Literary
she might do, if they gave her the opportunity.
Society will take place on Thursday evening, March
We need more real interest and enthusiasm; each mem second, and the following programme will be rendered:
ber should endeavor to faithfully fulfil her obligations and
Music.
to overcome that common temptation to absent herself
Invocation.
whenever she sees her name on the programme.
Music.
It is not edifying in particular nor especially pleasing Address of Welcome................... C. E.%Avery (President,)
to enter a literary hall full of eager anticipation of elo Essay......................................................George Westby
quence and to discover that the brilliant orator is absent, ‘Oration........................................................ G. Sheridan
the poet is sick, the debators are unprepared, the essayist I
Music.
is engaged and the elocutionest is nowhere to be found* j Paper................................................................8. Ward
“As ye would that others should do unto you, do ye even so Declamation........................................... ..... L. Heckler
Music.
unto them.” Let us not make the Clarkia a plaything, let
us work earnestly and harmoniously together to make our Debate............................ ...................V i ( g-E.McAllister
Sedman
Music.
society a benefit to ourselves and the University; and to do
Benedictian.
our best toward showing it to be an able, independent boay,
Sheridan.
capable of carrying through whatever responsibilities it
may assume. Finally, let us resolve to make the coming an
EXPRESSIONS OE REGRET.
nual entertainment equal, at least, to any that have pre
ceded it. We have always enjoyed a large and attentive Whereas, the “Hawthorne Literary Society,” having
audience, but now the performers will have the additional learned of the serious accident which befell our esteemed
inspiration of the new and beautiful building.
member, Mr. Leslie Wood, has appointed us, as a commit
Those chosen to take part in the annual entertainment tee, to render expressions of regret in its behalf:
which will occur March third, are:
We express the sincere sympathy of the society to our
(Miss) Kathryne Wilson.............................. Literary Chat college mate and members of the family, and also wish hiui
(Miss) Estelle Bovee............................................ Oration a speedy restoration to his former health and associations
(Mijss) Bulah Morgan...............................................Essay in the University.
(Miss) Grace Million...................................... Declamation
G. Sheridan,
(\iiss) Edna Greenough..................................Declamation
C. J. McAllister,
THE CLARKIA.

Estella Bovee.

L. R. Ebert.
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